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ENGINE MOUNTS

ALSO ON THE LIST

After spotting the nearside engine mount had a rather
large gap in the mount and the amount it was moving

around on the mount we decided to replace this mount.
Then Shaun went and looked at the others only to find

out that these were gone as well, after a few phone
calls it turned out ADL was the cheapest place to get
them from and the fastest. With all 3 Directors there
they was replaced which had a brilliant effect on the
vibrations that was was getting. The total cost of this

was around £70 for the 3 mounts which was a very good
price considering some of the prices we was quoted. 

While we was doing the above job it was also
discovered that the exhaust wasn't really held on

and the rear rubber had separated leaving the
rear of it free floating on the mounts and the

front ones don't look much better so these will
also be replaced before it is taken to the show as

it will be putting more pressure on the 2 that
are left risking those breaking and leaving

nothing but the weight of the exhaust holding it
on.

The jobs of stuff that needs replacing is a growing
list but hopefully it will slow shrink. There are a

few pipes that need replacement, Electric box in the
engine bay needs replacing as its not 100% water
tight, 3 of the 4 top plates for the Airbags need

replacing. A full service is also needed. There is a
few things on the list that we want to do but there
is no rush these are CCTV by this we mean having a
reversing camera but as the original cables are good
and we was given a 4 channel DVR we decided that
we would have all 4 outside Camera's recording. A

new Steering wheel would also be ideal. We are sure
there are many more but this is all we can think of

for now.
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THE NEXT SHOW

THE OIL LEAK

On the 6th Aug we will be providing the
Newton-le-willows Town show free bus
service around the area. We also will be
providing a Free service to the event
from Manchester and the Return trip. We
are there for the whole day.

The unexpected repair was when one of the fan
drive pipes. sadly it was the hose that feeds the

fan drive which operates at 3000psi so is
something we was just unable to do a temp

repair on due to the pressure. This was repaired
by the replacement of the hose in full for £60
which for like a meter and half of pipe is not

cheap but it has be hold a lot of pressure from
the pump. 



OUR NEW SHOP

MEMBERSHIP

DONATIONS

We are very pleased to say we have
opened a brand spanking new shop

from our website
www.mancbuses.com/shop this has
enabled us to have slightly cheaper
prices mixed with a larger range of

products in the future.

As always we like to say a massive
thank you to those that have supported

us in the past few months. We have
changed the support structure and hope

this will improve the experience you
will have with us. To find out the
different ways you can support us

Please go to 
www.Mancbuses.com/supporting-us

We are always on the look for
tools etc if you have anything

you don't need and would like to
donate to us please contact us by

email
Admin@mancbuses.com


